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ISSUE BRIEF   

Recent studies 1 and newspaper articles 2 have reported different liability figures for Ohio’s pension funds than 

those reported in the funds’ CAFRs or by ORSC staff.  Why is there a difference? 

 
 

Discount Rate 
 
When reporting unfunded future benefit liabilities, pension funds measure those liabilities using a 
“discount rate” that is based on assumed investment returns of fund assets. The idea is that the pre-
sent value of those future benefit obligations is less in today’s dollars due to anticipated investment 
returns that will be made prior to those obligations coming due. The variance in reported liability 
amounts happens because of differences and disagreements on the appropriate discount rate. 
 
For example, say I have an obligation due in one year for $1.08. Assuming I can earn 8% in one year, 
the amount I need saved today to pay that expense in one year is $1.00. My discount rate is 8%. But if 
my discount rate were only 2%, I would need almost $1.06 today to pay the same obligation in one 
year. The higher your discount rate the less money (less liability) you need in the present to pay for 
some future obligation. The lower your discount rate, the more money you need in the present to 
pay for the same obligation. When we consider the power of compound interest, even small varia-
tions in a discount rate can generate very different liability figures. The chart below demonstrates the 
various liabilities today for a payment in 15 years modified by discount rates. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
This is where pension liability amounts diverge and why the amounts differ so dramatically. The Ohio 
systems have discount rates based on assumed rates of investment return ranging from 7.5%-8.25%.  
Based on these discount rates, the combined unfunded liabilities of the systems is roughly $56 billion 
as of the most recent reporting period (2015). But, there are some that believe the systems should 
use a "no risk" discount rate pegged in some way to treasury securities. If you were to take the cur-
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rent 30-year treasury rate of roughly 2.5% and require the systems to use it as a discount rate, the 

systems would have much greater liabilities. Using this type of analysis would, according to a recent 
Mercatus Center study, result in unfunded liabilities of $262 billion for 2016.3 

  
Mathematically, both can be accurate. ORSC staff uses the assumed rate of return discount rate as 
this rate provides more pertinent information related to the cost of the benefit and the plan for fund-
ing those benefits. The following sections discuss why this is the case. 
 

The Argument for Assumed Rate of Return: What will this actually 
cost me? 
 
The assumed rate of return method discounts future liabilities based on expected investment returns. 
As mentioned earlier, for Ohio this ranges from 7.5%-8.25% which results in a substantial reduction in 

liabilities. However, if appropriately set, the assumed rate of return model 
seeks to reflect the closest actual cost in today’s dollars of future pension 
benefits. The vast majority of liabilities are paid through investment income 
(up to 70%) rather than contributions from employers and employees.  
Therefore, it is highly likely that investment returns will constitute the ma-
jority of assets used to pay future benefit obligations. To not appropriately 
include this actual reduction in the cost of future benefits would be asking 
for more funds from today’s employees and employers than are actually 
needed to pay that benefit. 
  
The key in the above paragraph is “if appropriately set.” An unrealistic as-
sumed rate of return would artificially and temporarily reduce the cost of 

future benefits and would require increased contributions, or decreased benefits, in the future, and it 
would not have properly answered the question of “What will this cost me?” One way to mediate this 
problem is by frequently reviewing economic forecasts and past returns to create an appropriate rate. 
Ohio’s systems do this through a statutory requirement to review all assumptions, including invest-
ment return assumptions, on a 5-year basis.4 Additionally, each retirement system conducts an inde-
pendent actuarial valuation attesting to the funding status of the system annually, as required by law. 
 

The Argument for “No-risk” Rates: What is the market value of this 
benefit?  
 
The market value of liabilities (MVL) approach uses rates that are much 
closer to risk free securities. This approach is not interested in the funding 
of benefits but is instead concerned with a theoretical market price of the 
plan’s obligations which is itself a function of the riskiness of non-payment. 
Conceptually, this is a more difficult method to express than the assumed 
rate of return method but is grounded in finance and economics. 
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Pension benefits aren’t traded on the open market, so how do we give them a market price? A funda-
mental aspect of finance is that the value of future cash flows must be valued at the riskiness of the 
payments. The premise of the MVL approach is that pension benefits are “bond-like” in that they are 
promises to make specific payments at a future date. Because benefits are almost sure to be paid, 
whatever the open market pays for a risk free security, such as treasury bonds, should be used in valu-
ing the present day value of the benefit. That is, the discount rate should match the current rates for 
risk free securities on the open market.5 

 
According to MVL proponents, liabilities of a plan are completely independent of asset allocation and 
market returns. The MVL approach is less concerned with funding but instead is focused on the market 
value of benefits today irrespective of theoretical market returns. Valuing a plan’s liabilities based on 
hypothetical future investment returns is completely illogical from the MVL point of view—taking in-
vestment risk does not raise or lower today’s liabilities.6 To MVL proponents, pension funds are mispric-
ing their benefits to outside parties; the market would price pension benefits much differently than 
those benefits are reported by pension funds. The asymmetrical pricing between what the market 
would price pension benefits and how pension funds price them is illogical from a finance point of view. 
 
The MVL method could, therefore, be used by a potential creditor of the fund to gain a market-
consistent measurement of obligations. 
 
Some MVL proponents admit that, though grounded in rules of modern finance and economics, this 
method is a more theoretical valuing of liability based on “what ifs.”7 “What if” the pension fund termi-
nated?  What is the settlement value on termination? “What if” all participants went to the market and 
asked it to replicate their accrued pension benefits by purchasing fixed-income securities that would 
provide the same stream of income? Nevertheless, they suggest that they are pricing the liabilities as 
they would price any other liability that was on the open market.  
 

Very Different Questions 
 
The spirited debate between these positions was so great that the United States Government Accounta-
bility Office stepped in to issue their own report based on various expert opinions.8 That report didn’t 
endorse either position but simply noted that each method was addressing a different question. “What 
will this cost me today?” and “What is the market value of this future benefit?” are not the same ques-
tion. One is a question of cost while the other might be considered an expression of lender risk.  

If you want to know how much a benefit in the future will cost you today, the assumed rate of return 
will provide the best estimate and give you the best guidance on necessary steps to realize that cost 
estimate. On the other hand, if you want a measurement of liabilities that is consistent with market 
prices, the MVL is superior. A pension fund and its oversight body would be more interested in under-
standing required costs for budgeting purposes, while a potential lender to the pension fund sponsor 
would be more interested in the consistent market measurement of those liabilities.  
 
While the MVL approach can provide supplementary information, such as evaluating potential risk (i.e., 
liabilities if the plans do not meet their assumed rate of return), estimating a market value of future 
cash flows is not at all the same as estimating the future costs of paying for them. A retirement plan  
isn’t terminating. It’s not settling its account on the open market. Pension benefits aren’t a bank loan  
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and they aren’t a bond. An outside creditor may find value in a discount rate that is consistent with oth-
er lending measurements, but those measurements have almost no importance to whomever is funding 
the plan. Pension plans invest funds to pay benefits; ignoring this is to ignore the entire point of a pen-
sion plan: to provide a cost-effective means of delivering retirement benefits over and above what em-
ployees would receive in the market if they invested in no risk securities. 
 

Practical Consequences of Each Method 
 
There are potential problems with each approach. Pension funds may appear far more well-funded us-
ing the assumed rate of return method, encouraging either contribution rate holidays or enhanced ben-
efits. This actually happened in Ohio. Before the market downturn after September 11, 2001, Ohio’s 
systems were close to being 100% funded. As a result, an increase in the COLA from CPI to a flat 3% was 
supported.9 But 100% does not mean the fund could pay all future benefits today. 100% means 100% 

funded in today’s dollars, if all assumptions are met. After the market down-
turn, the pension funds found themselves with a liability that was paid for in 
nonexistent future dollars. The “surplus” being used for a benefit expansion 
had never existed. 
 
Another consequence of the assumed rate of return method is an almost per-
verse incentive to take on risk. This is the exact opposite approach you want 
when your goal is to guarantee an eventual benefit payment. A higher as-
sumed rate of return reduces present day liabilities, and therefore, present 

day costs. This reduction in present day costs encouraged pension funds across the country in the 2000s  
to increase their assumed rate of returns and also the funding risk of not making those returns.10 But 
this risk is not shared equally across generations. Should the systems not make their return, they will 
effectively have shifted costs from the current generation to future generations. Even worse, if this in-
creased risk results in some tail-end negative result (i.e., the 2008 financial crisis), it would partially de-
fund the system of assets. The assumed rate of return can, therefore, encourage risk while at the same 
time masking that risk. 
 
But the MVL approach likewise has problems. Primary among them is budgeting. The MVL is not fo-
cused on how you fund a plan and, therefore, provides no assistance in determining an accurate contri-
bution to a plan. If the systems did in fact purchase a risk free security, such as a 30-year treasury bond, 
it would be logical to use some blended 30-year return on those bonds in determin-
ing the discount rate and necessary present day costs to employees and employers. 
But since the systems do not do so, using that rate to determine present day costs 
would not provide an accurate cost figure. Indeed, a modest change in treasury 
rates could dramatically alter the MVL method liability figure without any real rela-
tionship to the funding strategies of the pension funds. This would result in ex-
treme year-by-year budgeting swings in contribution rates from employees and 
employers. 
 
There is also a very practical problem for the MVL approach that is unique to Ohio. 
The MVL assumption, that the payments are virtually guaranteed, is simply incor-
rect in the case of Ohio’s systems. The evidence for this claim is quite simple. In 
2011, billions of dollars of liability for the systems disappeared through plan design 
changes in S.B. 340, 341, 342, 343, and 345. Until pension benefits are granted, 
they can change in Ohio. For Ohio, then, future liabilities are not “fixed.”  Were  
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Ohio to use the MVL method, the market would have to determine a rate greater than a risk free rate. It 
would be difficult to find a comparable product on the open market. What is a comparable security that 
has guaranteed payments except that those payments will change as necessary? 
 

ORSC Staff Perspective 
 
Measurement of liabilities is an issue of fraught debate.11 The Actuarial Standards Board has not indicat-
ed a preference for either method, instead noting that different parties may 
have different measurement purposes.12 

 

ORSC staff’s purpose is to provide practical, useful, and accurate information to 
the ORSC and general public. For these reasons, staff uses the assumed rate of 
return when reporting liability on our annual summary sheets and when 
providing information to outside parties. The ORSC staff perspective is that the 
assumed rate of return method provides the best estimation of eventual costs 
today that are necessary to fund a benefit in the future and, therefore, pro-
vides the best budgeting of necessary contributions. We believe this infor-
mation, whether current contributions will cover plan liabilities over time, pro-
vides the best actionable information to determine if contribution rates or lia-
bilities (plan benefits) need to be altered. We find this to be more useful infor-
mation than a theoretical settlement value of the funds. This approach is con-
sistent with other funds nationwide, as no funds use MVL for funding calcula-
tions and very few report liabilities using MVL. 
 
This is not to say that the MVL approach does not provide value. As discussed 
above, the MVL can provide additional information, particularly regarding investment risks. A consistent 
and effective method of evaluating risk is currently lacking but would be beneficial. That said, it is im-
portant to note that the systems are pre-funded (unlike Social Security). As an added protection, the 
systems are required to submit a plan if they are unable to amortize unfunded liabilities over a 30-year 
period. Given the ORSC’s objective, to ensure that contribution rates match plan obligations for those 
active members who will retire in the future, ORSC staff finds the assumed rate of return method to be 
more useful than the MVL approach. 

“The Actuarial 
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